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Ibn Sina (Avicenna) lived between 980 and IOJ7
A. D. during which time he concerned himself with
writings about Illany different fields or life.Two of his
major contributions werc to medicine and philosophy.
Avicenna contributed many advancements to
medicine and philosophy. whereby he provided an
influential education for the people of the worlel. His
best medical work was a book called the "Canon 01
Medicine" which greatly influenced the medical world
of seven cen t II ries. A vicenna 's collect ion of
philosophical ideas is arranged in his book 'The
Healing" which wa~ used in Europe and the East as a
great source. These two books havc changed the line of
thought and are ~ till considered influential today.
Avicenna contributed advancements to the medical
institutions of his lifetime and the future of mankind.
Avicenna's medical mastery, AI Qanun ("Canon")
compiles all of Avicenna's medical knowledge. The
"Canon" was no! all of Avicenn3's ",. ork. he received
many facts and ideas from other famous medical
giants. This book follows the works of Galen and
ancient traditions. Although he follows these
thoughts, the book includes his own medical
observation!'> th~il were not published before in other
writings. His mcdical works are systematically based
on the achievements of Greek physicians of the
Roman imperial age. As he studied. Avicenna had
acquired the ability to pull together previous
knowledge and his own that changed the medicine of
the future. Ml'Iny of Avicenna's idcas also came from
another famous physician. AI-Razi. and his work AIHaw;. In his writings "Aviccnna returned to the distinction between theoretical and practical science.
holding that the aim of Ihe forma \vas LO obtain
certain knowledge (truth) of objects whose existence
did not depend upon human action. whilt: the aim of
the latter was to study those objects on which man's
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actions could have direct errects."1 This great book
must first be cxamined before its impact can be shown.
The "Canon" i~ divided into five sub books that deal
wilh separate topics of medicine: those ~ubjects arc as
follows: gencralilic!'> of body. medical drugs. bodily
diseases. diseases not specific to organs and compollnd
drugs. The first book is the most complicated in Ihat it
brings out the four elements. the psychic force. the
natural force. and the animal force. T his book i:) a
great anatomical book. Avicenna"s second book i~
concerned with a general account or physica l
properties of drugs and an alphabeticallisl of drugs.
The drug, arc used for medic.al trcatments. His third
book deals with disea ses of the major orga ns in
huma ns (i.e. t he brain. eyes. ca rs. feel. toes). T hi s book
al ong with book OIlC constitute the human anatomy.
T he fourth book deals with diseases not specitic 10
cenain organs (i.c. t"cvers. gcnera. and symptoms).
Hook five is on compound drugs and pills and their
medicinal applications.
The teachings of medicine in Europe and [he Middle
East soon accepted Avicenna's "Canon". Tllis book
was llsed for many centuries. ''TIle Canon"became the
medical autbority for many centuries. "" Many people
felt that this book that vividly described the functions
of the human body was perfect and could not be
changed. The book soon replaced other medical
authorities in universities. "Some writers suggcsled
that it was complete and sufficient. and could not be
improved by additions from other sourceS."J His text
book was a chief medieval source in medicine and
surgery. It i.nlroduced a mystical and marginal factor
into science. Many sources have considered this book
to be the source ofknowledge in medicine. "It (Canon)
is the most ramous single book in the history of
medicine in both East and West."4 The book was
prestigioLls in Europe and was used until rhe middle of
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the seventeenth century. "The rich information
provided in A I Qanum invited numerous physicians
(until the 19th century) to write eommcnlative and
marginal notes. while others chose to extract epitomes
that became very popular among physicians and
medical sludents."5 Avicenna bas earned a place of
honor with Galen and Hippocrates. Even today. bis
influence is still alive in the East. He has had a definite
impact on the line of medical thought.
Avicenna contributed educational works to the
philosophical thoughts forthe future orman. His main
philosophical book is AI-Shifa (,The Healing") whieh
brings together his four main topics abOlll philosophy.
"His most detailed philosophical work is the
voluminous AI-Shifa (,The Healing")."6 Much of his
thought was gathered by outside influences. Avicenna
treated the Samanid ruler and by doing so he was
granted access to using the rich library of the prince.
He emerged know ledgeable about Helinistic
phil o. ophy. Hc received some of the basic Islamic
thought which ourlincd some of his p;lilosophical
thought. He also mastered these subjects by the age or
13. His cullllral :;urroundings also iflucnccd his
philosophy. basically Islamic theology and
philosophy. His thought probably belongs to that of
Aristotle and also the Greek innucnL-'C. "'but his
system cannot be strictly called Aristotalism .'" In his
epistemology and metaphysics Aviccnna adoplcd
Neoplatonic doctrines, but he developed them in his
own way. The Greek influences came from Plato who
innuenccd Aviccnna's political philosophy. "The
Islamic philosopher who innuenced him the most was
Alfarabi.''8
Avicenna's greatest philosophical collections is in
the book "Kitab Al-Shifa (,The book of Healing") . To
understand why Avicenna's book had a great impilct
on philosophical education, the basic tenants of his
book must be looked al. His book is a philosophical
and scientific work, probably the largest of it!' kind
written by one man. H is philosophical ideas are about
the conception of God as the necessary existent; in
God alone essence. what God is. and God's existence
that He is, all coincide. This work is a four part
encyclopedia with logic that. correspond~ very closely
10 Aristotle\; Organan. physics. mathematics. and
metaphysics. Avicenna used the logic of the
Aristotelian and Swic tradition as taught by the
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Baghdadi school of logic, by lIsing syllogism. "He
fou nd the I hen current classifica tion or syllogisms into
"attributive" and "conditional" too narrow. Instead he
classified them as"connective and exceptive".""
Avic~nna's conception of science came from the
physics of his time and it therefore came frOID Greek
science. "In hi~ view, body consists of a material
substance that acts as a subject and of a form [hal
inheres in the matler.~lo Avicenna's mathematical
'cience consist of rour principle sciences that are
arithmetic, geometry, geography, and astronomy, and
>;cicnce of music. Aviccnna's metaphysics are based on
his conception or the Necessary Existent which is God.
This book has had a defmile impact upon the
education of both the East and Wes t. His book has
exerted influence on the development of the East. 'Thc
Book of Healing" was translaled to Latin in the
12t h cent ury. His thought spre.ad westward and
became the basic part of the thought of Medieval
Scholastics. He also influenced the development of
logic and science. Jewish philosophywasalsoehanged
by Avicenna. 'The influence of Avicenna on Jewish
philosophy remains largely to be studied. While it is
quite clear that he influenc.ed a number of Jt:wish
philosophers, it is difficult ttl dctcrminejust what his
influence was."11 Besides innuencing groups of
peoiple, he has influenced pcrsons. One Jewish
philosopher, Maimoncdes. made use of cerlain
Aviccnnian doctrines. He accepts the Avicennian
metaphysical views. political views. and some religious
views. His inlluences are also visible in the Islamic
world's Islamic philosophers. In [he West. his
philosophy along with others becJme the basic
ingredient of' their thought until the seventeenth
century.
In conclusion. Aviccnna provided an influential
education for the people of the world through his
medical and philosophical doctrines. His works were
not all his own ideas. but he was influenced by many
sources. Without Avicenna's contribution to medicine
11 nd philosophy. I he world could ha ve been in the d;uk
in these two sub.iects for a longer period of time.
Avicenna '$ hooks were used in Europe unl il the
seventeenth century in the educational systems. They
are still being used today in the East. Many or hi~
worb influenced people to create other books just as
intlucntial as hi~ which in turn caused an advancement
in society's approach to medicine and philosophy.
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